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SAP Education

SAP Accelerated Learning Packages Bring Faster Training and
ROI for Your SAP Solutions
by Richard Strattner, SAP
Picture this: Your CIO comes into your office

organization’s specific needs. Let’s look at some

and tells you that the executive team has finally

of the latest offerings and delivery models.

approved IT’s request to purchase and implement
a list of SAP BusinessObjects solutions. He excit-

Accelerated Learning: SAP HANA

edly talks about the benefits of improved busi-

New adopters of SAP HANA, as well as com-

ness intelligence, saying you need to implement

panies that are just beginning to explore its

these solutions ASAP and prove to the executives

potential, are looking for insights about SAP

that the request was worth their attention.

HANA — what it is, how it works, and how it

This is excellent news for the company, but in

may help their organization. Because SAP HANA

the back of your mind you’re thinking, “Great,

is a back-end technology managed by technical

now I just have to introduce the entire IT organiza-

teams, the SAP Accelerated Learning package for

tion and user population to SAP BusinessObjects

SAP HANA is aimed at the technical teams that

solutions and educate them about what these solu-

manage the SAP HANA back end. The train-

tions can do before this implementation goes live.”

ing uses role-specific learning maps and system

The key to maximizing the return on an invest-

demonstrations that focus on the implementation

ment in powerful tools like SAP BusinessObjects

and operation of SAP HANA. A hands-on work-

solutions, SAP HANA, or Sybase Unwired Plat-

shop is also available to give users a firsthand

form is SAP Education. And successfully educat-

understanding of how the technology operates.

ing your organization on the latest technologies

The SAP Accelerated Learning package for

comes down to three things: It has to be simple,

SAP HANA is designed for experienced SAP con-

fast, and of the highest quality.

sultants, implementation partners, and IT staff.

While the CIO and other IT executives may be

The prerequisites for the courses are basic knowl-

well-versed in the solutions by the time the pur-

edge of SAP Business Suite, Basis technologies,

chase gets approved, the rest of the IT organization

and the SAP NetWeaver platform.

may need an introductory education on a specific

As customers progress with their use of SAP

solution’s architecture and how to best implement

HANA, SAP’s learning portfolio will also continue

it. Getting that broader IT population up to speed

to grow, focusing on SAP HANA’s more advanced

as quickly as possible could be the difference

functionality. For organizations seeking to drive

between early wins and a stalled adoption.

the highest levels of quality into their firms, a

To help customers expedite the education

certification course in SAP HANA is now available.

process, SAP has developed a series of SAP
Accelerated Learning packages that provide

Accelerated Learning: Mobility

an introductory level of training on a host of

With more SAP customers launching their

solutions. These packages are delivered to your

enterprise mobility strategy from Sybase Unwired

company in the format that best suits your

Platform, there’s a high demand for easy-to-digest
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SAP Accelerated
Learning packages

mobility education to get developers up and run-

packages for the SAP BusinessObjects BI 4.0 suite

ning on Sybase. To that end, SAP has developed

are suitable for application consultants, imple-

an SAP Accelerated Learning package for mobil-

mentation consultants, and project team mem-

ity geared toward Sybase users. The package starts

bers. They also include courses for more experi-

with a developer enablement kit that provides a

enced BI users who want to learn about the latest

demo-rich technical overview of the Sybase plat-

features in the suite as well as in SAP NetWeaver

form, complete with instruction on key terminol-

Business Warehouse (SAP NetWeaver BW). The

ogy, concepts, architecture, and integration with

prerequisites for the BI training vary depending

SAP Business Suite.

on the specific course.

In addition, the courses in this area teach users
applications using Sybase Unwired Platform. The

Flexible Delivery Models Enable
Faster Learning

number of SAP

prerequisites for the introductory Sybase mobility

One thing to keep in mind is that the quality of an

solutions and applica-

course include:

educational offering is significantly diminished

tions. For a list of the

■■ General understanding of mobility technologies

if it doesn’t reach its intended audience. So, in

are available for a

topic areas, see the

to develop mobile applications and workflow

■■ Familiarity with object-oriented and mobile
device development terms and concepts

online version of this

■■ Intermediate-level SQL programming experience

article at sapinsider.

■■ Java or Microsoft .NET programming experience

wispubs.com.

addition to ensuring that SAP Education content
is of the highest quality, we also work to ensure
that our offerings are as approachable and convenient as possible (see sidebar).
SAP currently offers SAP Accelerated Learning
packages through both remote delivery and class-

Accelerated Learning:
Business Intelligence

room-based models to help users consume infor-

Business intelligence (BI) is a steadily growing

The growing acceptance of online models can

priority for most SAP customers, and educating

be attributed to several factors. First, significant

your IT team about the SAP BusinessObjects BI

improvement in the infrastructure and delivery

4.0 suite can help your company make the most

format has yielded more easily consumed content.

of its BI solutions. The SAP Accelerated Learning

mation in the method that works best for them.

Secondly, SAP Education content developers now design educational offerings for easier

No Matter the Format, Count on Excellence in Your
Education Environment
SAP has several delivery options for its education offerings, including a
virtual live classroom and self-paced e-learning offerings. Whether companies choose live instruction or remotely delivered education environments, they can always depend on the quality of the content.
For example, SAP’s Virtual Live Classrooms provide the same level of
interactivity as you would have in a physical classroom. Instructors use
white boards, participants ask questions in real time, and students break
off for projects and discussions. The virtual classrooms can be comprised
of a single company’s employees or a mix of various companies’ employees, depending on the customer’s preference.

remote delivery. Remote learning is not just a
set of lecture notes posted online or a CD sent
to your company. The content within the various
SAP Accelerated Learning packages is designed
to be effective in both live instruction and online
formats, rather than forcing a live instruction
course into an online model.
Finally, the increased acceptance of videoconferencing and technologies like Skype has greatly
increased most IT users’ comfort level with live
online interaction and has made remote delivery
of education less intimidating.

SAP’s e-learning options provide the same quality of content, just in a
more flexible format. Rather than logging into a virtual classroom at a
specified time, these students can progress through the material at the
pace that best suits them. For some users, it will be faster than a virtual
classroom; for others, it may be slower.

Learn More

And, of course, SAP continues to offer classroom-based training at
designated facilities around the world. To find the nearest training location, visit https://training.sap.com.

the faster you can begin adopting and leveraging

The goal of the SAP Accelerated Learning packages is to educate our customers on the topics
they want, at the pace they require. The faster
your organization is trained on its SAP solutions,
those solutions for improved business value and
a faster ROI. To learn more, visit https://training.
sap.com/bundles. n
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